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Abstract
Autonomous vehicles consist of many complex systems, an extensive set of hardware
components, and various computing algorithms that constantly work in harmony to provide selfdriving capabilities to a vehicle. This project focuses on developing a universal mount for a ZED
2 stereo camera used in data collection for autonomous driving applications. The main purpose
of the mount is to reduce dashboard, windshield, and lens glare that affect the quality of data
collection for autonomous driving applications. Software such as Ansys and SOLIDWORKS are
used to simulate stress, strain, and thermal distributions on the mount to better understand the
strong and weak points of the current mount design. Along with developing a physical product
and simulations, object detection software was explored and utilized in testing the mount and
glare solution. It was found that isolating the camera’s optics from the cabin of the car with the
use of an enclosure called a lens hood is an effective way of eliminating dashboard glare. A
detachable lens system design was found to have a small impact on reducing lens glare from
light-emitting objects. The thermal simulations done on both SOLIDWORKS and Ansys have
shown that the extreme weather conditions will not cause a significant impact on the mount
because the material used has a high resistance to UV radiation and has a high service
temperature. The static load simulations performed on both SOLIDWORKS and Ansys show
that the final mount design with the selected material exhibits minimal deformation of the mount
due to thermal load and the weight of the camera. For the object detection to run smoothly and
classify objects in their respective categories with minimal error, it is imperative that there is
almost no dashboard reflections and minimal glare coming into the lens. It is also important that
the image data being recorded is clear and stable. It was shown that the final mount design
addresses all the issues that affect the quality of data collection and helps improve the object
detection performance significantly.
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Introduction
The rise in autonomous vehicle research and development has created the need for
improved data collection of different sensors including LIDARs, Radars, and depth-sensing
cameras. This project aims to improve the quality of data collection of a ZED 2 stereo camera by
creating a mount that reduces dashboard, windshield, and lens glare. The mount and lens glare
solution design, and simulations of thermal, stress, and strain distributions were performed using
SOLIDWORKS. The software Ansys was also used to produce simulations for the mounting
solution. Simulations were used to better understand the strong and weak points of the current
design of the mounting solution. Different methods of glare reduction are proposed, tested, and
presented in this report. The software aspect of the project uses object detection software, which
was provided by Stereolabs for the use of the ZED 2 camera. The software provided by
Stereolabs was modified to meet the requirements of this project. The software was modified
using Python on Ubuntu 20.04. This project satisfies all the requirements set forward by the
industrial and faculty mentor and will help with further research on autonomous vehicle
applications which use similar instrumentation.
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Mount and Lens Glare Solution Design

Specifications/Requirements of Mount
The specifications and requirements of the camera mount and lens glare solution design were
set by the team’s industry mentor in the fall 2020 semester. These specifications and
requirements are listed below:
o Mount must be able to withstand cold and hot temperatures seen in the winter and
summer seasons.
o Mount should be able to fit any type of vehicle.
o Mount must be produced at low cost in order to produce multiple mounts in future.
o Minimize the reflection of light coming into the camera from the windshield and
dashboard.
o Mount must allow for easy removal/addition of the ZED camera.
o Analyse the effectiveness of the proposed windshield glare solution.
Because the cold and hot temperature requirement of the mount is a critical part of the design
of the mount, we have defined the temperature range that we want the mount to be able to
perform in. We would like the mount to operate in the temperature range of –10 degrees
Fahrenheit to 200 degrees Fahrenheit. On top of this we have added to the requirements that the
material used in the mount needs to be UV-resistant. The reason for adding this requirement is to
ensure the longevity of the part. Many common plastics are not UV-resistant and will become
brittle over time when exposed to sunlight. Since these mounts will be sitting under the
windshield, UV-resistant material in the mount is a requirement in the design.

Design Process Overview
The 3D design and solid modeling software SOLIDWORKS was used to create solid
models of the camera mount and lens design prototypes that were then converted into STL files.
Once the STL files were generated they were then imported into Ultimaker Cura software which
is used to slice the STL files and generate 3D printer-specific g-code files used to guide the 3D
printing nozzle through the additive manufacturing process. Once the 3D printing process is
finished, the physical components are post-processed to eliminate any imperfections caused by
the printing process. These physical components are then assembled and tested with the ZED
camera. Pros and cons of the design are then recorded for the purpose of improving the next
design iteration. 4 total design iterations following these guidelines were made before achieving
the final mount design. For the first prototype 3D solid model design, steps of assembly, and
physical prototype pictures refer to Tables A1, B1, and C1 respectively. For the second prototype
3D solid model design, steps of assembly, and physical prototype pictures refer to Tables A2,
B2, and C2 respectively. For the third prototype 3D solid model design, steps of assembly, and
physical prototype pictures refer to Tables A3, B3, and C3 respectively. For the fourth prototype
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3D solid model design, steps of assembly, and physical prototype pictures refer to Tables A4,
B4, and C4 respectively.

Limitations
It is possible to eliminate dashboard glare from the optics of the camera. This is done by
fully isolating the camera’s optics from the cabin of the car by the use of an enclosure called the
lens hood and a gasket tightly sealed to the windshield of the car. While this solution works
great, it does have limitations. The lens hood must not block the field of view of the camera and
at the same time extend from the front of the case to the windshield of the vehicle. These
constraints make the optimal design of the lens hood very large depending on the incline of the
windshield and the angle at which the camera is mounted. To show this limitation, equations
were derived to show the maximum length from the front of the case to the front of the lens hood
and maximum width of the front of the lens hood as a function of the mounting angle assuming a
30-degree windshield is used (most common in today's cars). These equations were derived by
using the geometry created by the front of the case, windshield, and field of view (FOV) of the
ZED 2 camera. The law of cosines, law of sines, and basic trigonometry were used in the
development of these equations. These equations are as follows:
Maximum length [mm] from front of case to front of lens hood = D1
D1 = √315.773 + (17.77 ∗ tan(60 − 𝑥) ∗ sin(150−𝑥)
)
sin(𝑥−5)
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− 35.54 ∗ (17.77 ∗ tan(60 − 𝑥) ∗

sin(150−𝑥)
sin(𝑥−5)

) ∗ cos(55)

Maximum width [mm] of front of lens hood = W
W = 120 + 2 ∗ 𝐷1 ∗ tan(55)
For the full derivation, validation, and error analysis of these equations see Appendix D and
Appendix E
The independent and dependent variables are shown visually in Figures 1 and 2 below.
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Figure 1: Visual Representation of Variable x and D1

Figure 2: Visual Representation of Variable D1 and W
Using the functions given above, an Excel table was setup to observe the relationship
between input variable for mounting angle and output variables of maximum length from front of
case to front of lens hood and the maximum width of the front of the lens hood. A simplified
table to show this relationship is shown below in Table 1.
(x) - Mounting Angle [°]

0
2.5
5
7.5
10
12.5

(D1) - Maximum Length
from Front of Case to Front
of Lens Hood [mm]
∞
∞
∞
313.35
146.72
91.35

(W) - Maximum Width of
Front of Lens Hood [mm]
∞
∞
∞
1015.02
539.07
380.92
4

15
63.85
302.37
17.5
47.56
255.84
20
36.93
225.48
22.5
29.61
204.57
25
24.42
189.75
27.5
20.73
179.21
30
18.14
171.82
Table 1: Lens Hood Lengths as a Function of Mounting Angle
Another limitation resulting from large lens hood geometry is the inability to print off a
full lens hood prototype in one piece. The 3D printer (Ultimaker 3) used to make these
prototypes has a volume limitation of 200mm x 200mm x 200mm. Essentially if the lens hood
width exceeds the 200mm dimension, the lens hood must be printed in 2 or more sections, and
later super-glued together to produce the full lens hood prototype. Based on Table 1, a mounting
angle between 25° and 30° would provide a lens hood that can be printed in one piece; however,
these angles are not desirable because this would angle the camera too far towards the sky and
not towards the ground. A lens hood produced in 2 halves would occur between mounting angles
of 12.5° and 22.5°, which is the preferred mounting angle range of this specific project. For
mounting angles between 7.5° and 10°, an extremely large lens hood would have to be produced
with 3 to 6 separate sections printed off independently to form 1 lens hood. A fully enclosed lens
hood is not possible to print off between the angles of 0° to 5° based on a 30-degree windshield
and given FOV specifications of the ZED 2 camera. Producing a large prototype lens hood on
the Ultimaker 3 has its limitations as seen, however when outsourcing final design prints to a
Stratasys Fortus commercial FDM 3D printer some of these limitations disappear due to this
printer's larger print volume (609 mm x 914 mm x 914 mm). Due to this larger print volume,
final designs can be produced in 1 piece between the mounting angles of 10° and 30°.
The last limitation is that it is almost impossible to eliminate all glare from the optics of
the camera by sources of light emitting objects (sun, moon, reflections, streetlights, etc.) outside
the cabin of the vehicle and in the field of view of the camera. While it is nearly impossible to
eliminate all glare from the optics of the camera, some steps can be taken to reduce this glare as
presented in this report.

Final Design
Design
The final design consists of a case that fully encloses the ZED 2 Camera. The front of the
case is mounted to the windshield using a very high bond double-sided tape. The back of the case
is used to enclose the front of the case and fasten the whole system together using a bolted
connection. A square head bolt and wing nut are used to fasten the system together requiring no
tools. The lens hood is used to fully block any dashboard glare and reflections within the cabin
by isolating the camera optics from the cabin of the car. A single-sided foam tape was used to
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create a gasket for the lens hood to reduce light from the cabin getting into the lens hood. A
detachable lens system was created to test the effects of polarized and glare reduction lenses on
the effect of lens glare. An exploded view diagram was created to show the different parts
used in the final design as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Exploded View Diagram of Final Design
After producing the first prototype 3D prints, it was obvious that a better understanding
of design for additive manufacturing (DfAM) for fused deposition modeling (FDM) 3D printers
was needed. The first prototype had a large number of overhangs, bridges, and small geometrical
features along with no tolerances for interconnected parts and low-quality surface finish based on
the need for support structures. Through research of DfAM strategies, a better understanding was
developed. The build orientation of the part is critical in being able to eliminate overhangs,
reducing build times, increasing part strength in specific directions, and improving surface finish
(Medellin‑Castillo & Zaragoza‑Siqueiros, 2019). The build orientation was considered while
brainstorming designs for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th prototypes, therefore, eliminating potential
problems from the start of the design process. As a rule of thumb, parts should not be designed
with extreme geometric accuracy and tolerances beyond the 3D printer's capability therefore, a
design tolerance needs to be established to reduce the need for post-processing (sanding)
interconnected parts. For the design of interconnected parts, a general tolerance of ± 0.5% with a
lower limit of 0.5 mm was considered while some interconnected parts required tolerances to be
tighter (3Faktur, 2019). 3D printing narrow holes with close tolerances is a complex task for
most FDM printers because features such as these tend to distort (Medellin‑Castillo &
Zaragoza‑Siqueiros, 2019). The concentric holes (back of case, front of case, and lens hood) used
to fasten the assembly together are all post-processed by using a drill bit to obtain the tightest
tolerance for this feature. For a table comparing unwanted features in DfAM between different
prototype iterations refer to Table 2. For a figure showing 3D print orientations of final design
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parts refer to Figure 4.

Overhangs
Bridges
Small Features

1st
4
5
8

Prototypes
2nd
3rd
4
2
1
2
0
0

4th
1
3
0

Table 2: Comparison of Unwanted Features Between Prototype Designs

Figure 4: 3D Print Orientations of Final Design Parts
Recommendations for the future would be to study the effect of infill pattern, infill percentage,
and build orientation on the longevity of the parts, and to continue to reduce overhangs and
bridges in the design.
To reduce the susceptibility of parts breaking during the life cycle of the system, ribs
were added to high stress concentration areas. One of the highest stressed regions in this system
is at the joint between the mounting surface of the front case and the top of the case. This joint is
responsible for holding the weight of the whole assembly (including the camera) to the
windshield all while incurring fatigue from the vibrations of the car driving. Therefore, this joint
was designed with a ribbed structure to increase the strength of this joint. This ribbed support
structure can be seen in Figure 5. The lens hood was also considered to have a substantial
amount of stress that could affect the life cycle of this part. The region between the square head
bolt and the front of the lens hood acts much like a cantilever beam where the square head bolt
would be the rigid constraint. The weight of material from the front of the lens hood causes a
small moment about this rigid end. In order to reduce the effects of bending stress caused by this
moment, material was added to the bottom of this region therefore increasing the moment of
inertia and decreasing the bending stress. This material was added in the form of a ribbed
structure as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Ribbed Structures Added to Decrease Stress in High Stress Concentration Areas
Adding an additional lens which contains anti-glare properties was proposed as a solution
to the lens glare problem. In theory, light would first have to pass through a filter before reaching
the optics of the camera therefore having some effect on the image output of the camera. In
previous prototypes, the detachable lens was not easily accessible without disassembling the
entire prototype therefore causing lengthy testing times and a hassle to the end user. To fix this
problem, a lens system was designed so that the lens could easily be taken out and placed back in
from the sides of the front of the case as shown in Figure 6. The films chosen for this design
were a linear polarization A5 film and an automotive rear view mirror anti-glare film. The films
were attached to the lens frame by Loctite super glue.

Figure 6: Diagram of the Detachable Lens System
This design utilized 2, ¼ in. - 20 x 2 ¼ in. square head bolts and 2, ¼ in. - 20 wing nuts.
The system is fastened together by concentric holes from the lens hood, back of case, and front
of case as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Fastening of the System
Material
The material used in producing this mount must satisfy the industrial mentor’s requirement
of the mount withstanding cold and hot temperatures seen in the winter and summer seasons.
Since this temperature range is loosely defined, it was decided to set specific temperature range
requirements for this design. At the very minimum, this mount material must be able to
withstand colder and warmer temperatures than that of the operating temperature range of the
ZED 2 camera which is set at -10°C to +45°C (14°F to 113°F). The ZED 2 camera can easily be
taken out of the mount at any time, although the front of the case is semi-permanently bonded to
the windshield therefore the maximum operating temperature range needs to be above the
operable temperature ranges of the ZED 2 camera. Based on research from Arizona State
University, a vehicle parked in the sun for one hour can reach an average cabin temperature of
46°C (116°F). In a locked vehicle with a dark dashboard, steering wheel, and/or seat,
temperatures can often reach ranges of 82°C to 93°C (180°F to 200°F). Based on this study, the
maximum operating temperature of the mount material should be above 93°C. Another major
requirement of this material is that it needs to be UV-resistant. If the material is not UV-resistant
it will become brittle over time when exposed to high amounts of UV radiation such as sunlight.
For this specific project, having a UV-resistant material will correlate to a longer lifetime of the
mount.
After considering the major requirements, other desirable characteristics such as heat
resistance, ultimate strength, fatigue resistance, cost, and printability were considered in the
selection of the material. After overlooking a wide range of 3D printing materials, the decision
was narrowed down to PLA, ABS, Nylon, Polycarbonate, and ASA materials. These materials
were then placed into a decision matrix where major requirements and desirable characteristics
were factored in to choose the best material. Each requirement and desirable characteristic were
assigned a weight. The higher the number for the weight, the larger impact this has on the
selection of the material. Each material is judged on every requirement and desirable
characteristic on a scale of 0 to the highest number placed in the weight category. These values
are then summed up for each material and the material with the highest total number is the most
desirable material based on the criteria provided. The decision matrix used in helping select a
material for this project is provided below in Table 3. The filament properties table provided by
Simplify3D was used in the process of making this decision matrix.
9

Table 3: Decision Matrix for Material Selection
As shown by the decision matrix above in Table 3, ASA material was the most desirable
based on the criteria provided by the decision matrix. ASA was the only notable low-cost 3D
printed material that had UV-resistant properties. All other materials in this decision matrix
failed to meet the major requirement for UV-resistance. ASA not only meets the major
requirement of UV-resistance, but it also meets the major requirement of maximum service
temperature. The maximum service temperature of ASA is 95°C which is greater than the 93°C
requirement (Simplify3D, 2019). ASA has been shown to meet all the major requirements and
achieved the best score in the decision matrix; therefore, ASA was chosen to be the material used
for the final design. Although ASA is a great material for this application it does require certain
constraints for 3D printing such as a heated bed, high extruder temperature, controlled and
enclosed environment, and fine-tuning the settings of the 3D printer. ASA also has inherent
drawbacks such as the susceptibility to warping, cracking, and shrinking during the 3D printing
process along with potentially dangerous fumes being emitted in the 3D printing process
(All3DP, 2020). Due to the requirements and drawbacks faced when printing ASA material, the
decision was made to outsource the final design prints to an on-demand custom manufacturing
network that has the capability and expertise to produce high-quality ASA 3D prints. For specific
material properties and specifications of ASA from the chosen manufacturer (Xometry) refer to
Appendix F.

Manufacturing
The 4 prototypes of the mounting and lens glare solution were made by the Ultimaker 3
fused deposition modeling 3D printers located in Western Michigan University’s Computing
Center. These prototypes were printed in PLA filament due to the low cost of filament and ease
of printing with this filament. Due to material property requirements and the limitations of the
University Computing Center 3D printers, final design 3D prints were outsourced to Xometry, an
on-demand custom manufacturing network. The outsourced prints were printed with ASA
filament on a Stratasys Fortus commercial FDM 3D printer. The main reason for choosing 3D
printing to produce the final design is due to very low volume production. If this solution were to
be produced at high volumes in the future, CNC processes or injection molding would be of
interest.
10

Mounting
To mount the front of the case to the windshield of the car, 5952 3M VHB double-sided
tape was used. This specific tape was used based on its ability to bond high surface energy
materials like glass to lower surface energy materials like ABS plastics. The specific product
number of the VHB tape was determined by looking at the properties of temperature resistance,
UV resistance, peel strength, tensile strength, and dynamic overlap shear (for a table of these
properties see Appendix G).

Conclusion
Through multiple iterations of the design process, a final design was achieved that meets
all the requirements and specifications set forward by the industrial and faculty mentor. The
biggest limitation to this project was an increasingly large lens hood geometry as the mounting
angle approaches small values. This limitation caused many lens hood prototypes to be printed
off in 2 halves due to the WMU University Computing Center 3D printer’s low dimensional
volume constraints. A major focus for this design was the manufacturability for fused deposition
modeling 3D printers. This understanding of manufacturability helped in reducing unwanted
features and post-processing time of interconnected features, all while increasing surface quality,
overall quality, and part strength. Certain design features were added to increase the utility of the
system such as structural ribs to increase the longevity of the part, an easily removable lens
system to aid in research of lens glare reduction, and a simple fastening system for ease of
assembly and disassembly of the system. ASA material was chosen for the final design of the
mount and lens glare solution based on its UV-resistance, high service temperature, and other
desirable properties. These ASA 3D prints were outsourced to Xometry due to the difficulty of
printing ASA, the expertise needed to produce these prints, and the lack of access to commercial
FDM 3D printers. 5952 3M VHB double-sided tape was chosen to mount the front of the case to
the windshield because this tape has the ability to bond high surface energy materials like glass
to low surface energy plastics like ASA. This double-sided tape also exhibits UV-resistant
properties, has a high service temperature, and has extraordinary mechanical strength properties.
In the future, more steps should be taken to optimize the longevity of the mount such as
researching different infill patterns and their effects on mechanical strength for different features
of the mount. Another recommendation to improving the longevity of the mount would be to add
more material or structural features to areas that suffer from high-stress concentration and fatigue
effects seen in the simulations provided in this report.
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Physical Testing

ZED 2 Camera FOV Comparison
A major problem of designing the mount was finding a solution to limit the glare from
the dashboard, windshield, and lens all while not obstructing the field of view of the camera.
Obstructing the field of view of the camera would limit the amount of visibility allowed to the
camera to detect objects. Therefore, more visibility allowed leads to more objects being detected
which is one of the main purposes of this project. Due to the abnormally wide FOV of this
camera, the design needed to have minimal material close to the optics to not obstruct the FOV.
To test the visibility allowed to the camera from the 4 prototypes, the camera was placed inside
the case of each prototype and then a picture was taken. Then the lens hood was added, and
another picture was taken. The lens hood in prototype 3 had no obstruction to the FOV of the
camera however it does not fully isolate the camera from dashboard glare as in prototype 1 and
2. The lens hood in prototype 4 also had no obstruction to the FOV however, this lens hood did
fully isolate the cameras optics from dashboard glare unlike prototype 3. The least obstructions
to the FOV are found in prototype 3 and 4 due to the minimal thickness of material close to the
optics and the large rectangular cutouts for the lenses (as compared to circular cutouts as in
prototype 1 and 2). The comparison of the FOV of the ZED 2 camera for the different prototypes
are recorded in Table 4.
Left Optic Output

Right Optic Output
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Table 4: FOV Comparison of the 4 Mount Design Iterations

Lens Glare Test
A major portion of the overall design was working on reducing the glare both from the
lens and windshield seen by the optics of the camera. One of the suggestions made was to add a
glare reduction lens to the design. In theory, if the glare reduction lens reduces the glare, this
would result in more accurate data collection and a higher percentage of objects being detected.
To test the lenses designed, a highly concentrated light source was aimed directly into the
camera’s optics to induce a large glare. This test simulates a situation of lens glare where the sun
is directly in the FOV of the camera. 2 different types of lens films were used in this experiment.
The first type of film tested was glare reduction film that is used to reduce rearview mirror glare
in vehicles (labeled “glare reduction” in experiment pictures of Table 5). The second type of film
used was a standard polarized film (labeled “polarized” in experiment pictures of Table 5). Also
tested was whether adding more layers of film to the lens design reduces glare in the optics of the
camera. For each type of film, there is one lens frame that has 1 film attached to the front of the
13

lens frame and another lens frame with 1 film attached to the back of the lens frame and 1 film
attached to the front of the lens frame as shown in Figure 8. For pictures of the experimental
setup refer to Figures 8-10. For experimental results refer to Table 5.

Figure 8: 1 Film Lens vs. 2 Film Lens Used in Lens Glare Test

Figure 9: Lenses Inserted into the Mount

Figure 10: Lens Glare Testing Setup
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Left Optic Output

Right Optic Output
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Table 5: Lens Glare Reduction Comparison for Different Films
The glare reduction specific lens seems to not have a significant impact on reducing the
glare as compared to having no lens. Having 2 layers of glare reduction specific film has no
impact as compared to just having 1 layer of glare reduction specific film. The polarized lens
does show a reduction in lens glare as compared to having no lens although, this impact is not
very significant. Having 2 layers of polarized film has no impact as compared to just having 1
layer of polarized film.
Dashboard Reflection Test
Reflections from the windshield and the dashboard are picked up by the camera which
causes issues such as poorly recorded video/image feed, therefore affecting the camera’s data
collection performance. Multiple prototypes were tested and evaluated in two different
conditions: dark and well-lit conditions to simulate night and daylight driving scenarios. Tables 6
through 8 below show a comparison of the dashboard reflection seen by the camera with
prototype 3 and 4 and without any mounting solution.
Dark conditions

Well-lit conditions

Table 6: Dashboard Glare Test without Mounting Solution
Table 6 shows the images obtained from the camera when tested without a mount. It can
be observed that the camera is capturing the object placed on the dashboard because of light
being reflected off the dashboard and onto the windshield. This can be seen in both dark and
well-lit conditions.
Dark conditions

Well-lit conditions

Table 7: Dashboard Glare Test with Prototype 3
16

Based on the images shown in Table 7, the lens hood from the mount and the object
placed on the dashboard are being picked up by the camera's optics. The reason for the lens hood
of the prototype showing up as a reflection on the windshield is due to the gap between the lens
hood and the windshield and the bright glossy colors used in printing this prototype. To reduce
the windshield glare caused by glossy surfaces, the final prototype was spray-painted with a
black primer in areas that would cause windshield glare (inner surfaces of the lens hood and the
front of the case).
Dark conditions

Well-lit conditions

Table 8: Dashboard Glare Test with Prototype 4
Table 8 shows the images captured by the camera mounted with the final prototype. It
can be observed that the camera is not picking up dashboard and windshield reflection in both
dark and well-lit conditions, which will greatly improve the image and data collection quality.
The reason there is no dashboard reflection is due to this prototype’s ability to fully isolate the
camera’s optics from the cabin of the vehicle.
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Material Test
Material test is carried out using SOLIDWORKS Simulation Study and Ansys to analyze
the behavior of the mount in various conditions. Thermal transient test is used to determine the
heat distribution on the mount and the time taken for the mount to heat up, reaching a steady
temperature. A static test is used to analyze the effect of thermal load, weight of the camera and
gravitational force subjected to the mount.

1. Thermal Transient Test:
One of the major concerns with the mount design is high temperature causing the
material to melt. As the camera mount will be installed on the windshield of a vehicle, it will
have the tendency of being exposed to sunlight for a great amount of time when parked in the
sun. Based on a research from Arizona State University, a vehicle parked in the sun on a day that
reached 95 °F (35°C) for one hour can reach an average cabin temperature of 116 °F (46°C). In a
locked vehicle, a dark dashboard, steering wheel or seat can often reach temperature ranges of
82°C to 93°C (180°F to 200°F), which then warms the air trapped inside a vehicle (Minton,
2018). High temperature within the vehicle can cause the mount to melt and deform, which could
cause problem to the installation of the mount. Besides, drastic temperature fluctuation in a four
seasons region can affect the material property. This can cause the mount to expand and contract
more often, reducing the shell life of the mount.
ASA plastic with specific UV resistant properties is selected as the 3D printing material
because it has strong UV resistance, high impact and wear resistance and high temperature
resistance. It has a specific heat capacity of 1300 J/kg-K and melting point of 250°C. However,
the downsides of ASA plastic filament are that it requires higher extruder temperature during 3D
printing due to its nature of high thermal resistance and potentially produces dangerous fumes
during 3D printing. (Simplify3D, 2020)
There are three forms of heat transfer to be tested in this scenario: conduction,
convection, and radiation. Conduction occurs between the windshield and mounting surfaces;
convection occurs between the hot air in the cabin and the exposed surface of the mount; and the
mount is receiving heat energy from the sun and surrounding objects through radiation. A
thermal transient simulation is carried out on SOLIDWORKS and Ansys to observe the thermal
distribution on the mount under high temperature condition due to the three forms of heat
transfer.
Table 9 shows the test parameters and assumptions made to run the simulation as
accurate as possible to the real-life situation. The simulation is generated when the mount is
subjected to ambient temperature of 40°C in 10 minutes.
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Initial mount temperature
28°C (301K)
Convection coefficient, h
15 W/m^2K (assuming steady state air)
Ambient temperature
40°C (313K)
Heat energy on mounting surfaces
2W (assuming heat due to radiation)
Run time
600 seconds
Steps
10 seconds
Table 9: Test Parameters and Assumptions Used for Simulation
SOLIDWORKS test result:

Figure 11: Thermal Distribution on the Mount (Front View) on SOLIDWORKS

Figure 12: Thermal Distribution on the Mount (Rear View) on SOLIDWORKS
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Ansys test result:

Figure 13: Thermal Distribution on Mount (Front and Rear View) on Ansys
Figure 11, 12 and 13 shows the thermal distribution on the mount generated on
SOLIDWORKS and Ansys. It is observed that the mounting surfaces have the highest
temperature measured at approximately 39°C due to it receiving thermal energy through all three
forms of heat transfer. The front hood of the mount has the second highest temperature measured
at 35°C as it is receiving heat through convection and radiation. The remaining areas are
measured at 30°C as it is assumed to receive heat through convection only.
SOLIDWORKS test results:

Figure 14: Temperature vs Time Graph on the Maximum Temperature Location
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Ansys test results:

Figure 15: Temperature Across the Mount vs Time Graph, Where Maximum (Green), Minimum
(Red) and Average (Blue)

Table 10: Temperature Across the Mount vs Time
Figure 14 shows the graph of temperature vs time at the maximum temperature location
on the mount on SOLIDWORKS. Figure 15 shows the maximum, minimum and average
temperature across the mount as it changes with time. It is observed on both plots that the mount
takes approximately 8 minutes to heat up and reaches a steady temperature of 39°C.
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2. Static test:
Static test is carried out to analyze the effect of thermal load and load due to the weight of
camera and mount itself. The test is carried out by estimating 1 N of evenly distributed force
𝑚
acting perpendicularly on the case, 9.81 𝑠 2 of gravitational force at the center of gravity of the
mount and thermal load data from the thermal transient test. The final results are shown in the
form of stress, strain and displacement due to deformation.
a. Stress results
SOLIDWORKS test results:

Figure 16: Stress Distribution on the Mount on SOLIDWORKS
Ansys test results:

Figure 17: Stress Distribution on the Mount on Ansys
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Figure 16 and 17 shows the distribution of stress on the mount due to thermal load and
other forces on both simulation software. It can be observed that the ribs underneath the
mounting surface are experiencing high stress of more than 0.02 MPa as it is the part that
supports the weight of the whole assembly.
b. Strain results
SOLIDWORKS test results:

Figure 18: Strain Distribution on the Mount on SOLIDWORKS
Ansys test results:

Figure 19: Strain Distribution of the Mount on Ansys
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Figure 18 and 19 shows the strain distribution on the mount. As mentioned in the stress
results, the ribs are experiencing high stress due to it being the supporting link, hence the strain
values are observed the highest at the ribs as shown in Figure 19.
3. Displacement due to deformation
SOLIDWORKS test results:

Figure 20: Displacement of the Mount Due to Deformation on SOLIDWORKS
Ansys test results:

Figure 21: Displacement of the Mount Due to Deformation on Ansys
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Figure 20 and 21 shows the displacement of the mount due to deformation. It is observed
that when the bolts and nuts are not included in the simulation, the back case experience the
highest deformation measured at 7mm at both ends, as shown in Figure 20. This could be due to
the back case has the smallest thickness, which has higher tendency of deforming due to high
thermal load. Based on Figure 21, when bolts and nuts are included in the simulation, it is
observed that the deformation occurs at the case, causing it to bend downwards. The deformation
might be due to effect of both thermal load and weight of the camera. The maximum
displacement is measured at 0.00037mm which is an insignificant number. The results show that
the weight of the camera and thermal load will not have significant effect on the mount design.
4. Stress distribution and displacement of mount when supporting ribs are removed
Static test is repeated on a mount design without the supporting ribs. This test is used to
analyze the stress distributed on the mounting surface and the displacement due to deformation
on the mount when the supporting ribs are absent.

Figure 22: Stress Distribution on the Mount Without Supporting Ribs on Ansys

Figure 23: Displacement of the Mount Without Supporting Ribs Due to Deformation on Ansys
It can be observed from Figure 22 and 23 that the stress distribution on the mounting
surface of the mount without supporting ribs is measured at around 0.03 MPa, which is 0.01 MPa
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larger than the measured stress value on the mount with supporting ribs. The maximum
displacement of the mount due to deformation is measured at 0.0012 mm, which is 3 times larger
than the displacement formed on the mount with supporting ribs. This result shows that the
supporting ribs are beneficial in providing greater strength to the joint, preventing the mounting
surfaces from breaking apart from the case easily.
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Camera Functions

Camera Features
The ZED 2 is a depth-sensing camera that can tell the depth of an object that it detects, it
also has motion tracking capabilities built-in. The hardware required to run the camera is a
CUDA enabled CPU which has Ubuntu 20.04 or Windows 10 as its operating system.
Additionally, the ZED 2 comes with a SDK which is provided by Stereolabs. This SDK includes
a variety of sample scripts for python and C++. The samples include scripts for object detection,
spatial mapping, depth mapping and much more. The script provided is generalized and is not
catered to meet specific needs of the customer, which means that modification on the code is
required to match the project’s needs and requirements. The focus of the project is on object
detection using OpenCV for the project. The camera acts as a set of eyes that looks at the object
and can tell the depth depending on what the angle of the light is coming from the object. The
task is to make the camera image run better and more efficiently using our mount. It is seen that
the algorithm works well when there is minimum lens glare. Modifications and iterations are
needed to make the detection algorithm run better.

Object Detection

Figure 24: Object Detection Using ZED 2
Figure 24 shows the Object Detection software running on the ZED camera. This code
provides options to get custom outputs for the results. The output parameters include velocity of
the object, distance of the object from the camera, action state of the object (which indicates if
the object is moving or idle), ID of the object, and it also labels qualifying objects into categories
such as electronics, person or vehicle.
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Figure 25: Software Recognizes Object as a Person and Labels It
Figure 24 and 25, show us the different labels it assigns to different objects. The first
prototype did a good job of blocking windshield reflections but blocked the field of view from
the camera. To tackle this problem, the next prototype included a revised design of the hood lens
which eliminated the blocking of field of view. Though the new design prevented this issue, it
showed the front hood of the vehicle in the image which resulted in the software picking up the
vehicle as an object. This can be seen in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Software Recognizes the Front Hood of the Vehicle as an Object
There were a few options that could be used to fix this issue. One solution included
mounting the camera much higher on the windshield to make sure that the camera doesn't pick
up the front hood of the vehicle in the image. But this would result in an increase in the lens
angle, which would result in the camera pointing more towards the sky. So, the next
consideration was to make a new design which has the mount placed up higher on the windshield
but with a smaller lens angle which makes the mount point the camera in the optimum direction.
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Figure A shows the final mount design fitted in the vehicle. Refer to the design section to look at
the different design prototypes.

Figure 27: Final Mount Installed in the Vehicle
The final mount design greatly improved on the listed issues and eliminated windshield
reflections significantly, it also managed to eliminate the front hood of the car from the image.
The results from this design can be seen in the figure below.

Figure 28: Final Mount with Object Detection Running
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Object Detection Features
The code which runs the object detection is written in python. It is provided by Stereolabs
as a sample which needs to be modified to meet the requirements of the user. To meet the project
requirements, modifications of the code were needed to work on specific software tools such as
OpenCV, which is open computer vision. This is one of the most widely used tools in computer
vision and image processing. The sample code provided in the API does not include OpenCV.
The code had to be modified so that the script gave an output of the image data in OpenCV. The
code was further modified to show bounding boxes, which are the green boxes that enclose an
object. Furthermore, parameters were added which included object velocity, object distance,
Label, ID, and action state which add more information to the data that is received. A function
was added to the code, which makes the bounding box’s color change to red if the object is
within 5 meters from the camera. This can be modified to further meet the user's requirements.
The camera has many more functions such as depth mapping, spatial mapping, skeleton tracking
and much more which can be explored into more with further computer science and coding
experience. The appendix includes an example of the code for further review.
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Spending
Product
ORI Undergraduate Award

Cost
+750.00

ZED 2 stereo camera + shipping

-$415.00

Linear polarization A5 film

-$12.99

Rear view mirror anti-glare film

-$12.99

Fasteners - square head bolts and wing nuts

-$20.00

Loctite super glue

-$5.99

4026 3M mounting double sided tape (Testing)

-$13.72

5952 3M VHB double-sided tape (Final Design)

-$7.60

Outsourcing for 3D printing
Total budget left:

-$228.06
$33.65

Table 11: Current Spending of the Project
Table 11 shows the current spending of the project. This project has been awarded a total
amount of $750 from the ORI Undergraduate Award for Research and Creative Scholarship
Excellence Award. The ZED 2 stereo camera was purchased on 1/15/2021 through the MAE
department. The linear polarization A5 film and rearview mirror anti-glare film were used to
build the lens for glare reduction from light-emitting objects. The fasteners were used to fasten
the mount assembly together, as shown in Figure 7. Loctite super glue was used to bond lens
hood prototypes that were printed in 2 halves, and bond lens films to the lens frames. 4026 3M
mounting double-sided tape was used as a temporary form of mounting for testing prototypes
because it is not as strong as the 5952 3M VHB double-sided tape which would be used to install
the final design to the test vehicle. When the prototype is finalized and approved by the industrial
mentor, the mount will then be outsourced to Xometry for 3D printing with ASA filament. All
the prototypes have been 3D printed through the WMU University Computing Center for no
cost.
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Impact on Engineering Solutions in Global, Economic, Environmental, and Societal
Contexts
This project helps improve the quality of data collection of instrumentation used in
autonomous vehicle research. This improvement of data collection will help improve the
progress made towards the future of fully autonomous driving. The move towards fully
autonomous driving will result in vehicles of the future becoming more energy-efficient, and
safer for passengers and pedestrians. Essentially this project will help the global society progress
to a safer and more energy efficient future. This project also shows the viability of stereo
cameras as a reliable form of data collection in the autonomous vehicle industry. Showing this
reliability will most likely raise interest in the use of stereo cameras for the development of fully
autonomous vehicles, therefore, raising the number of sales of stereo cameras to the automotive
market.
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Conclusion
Four prototypes were created before reaching a final mounting and lens glare solution.
This final design fully eliminates all dashboard glare and minimizes windshield and lens glare.
This improvement in glare reduction was shown to improve the quality of data collection and
improve the performance of the object detection on the ZED 2 camera. Ansys and
SOLIDWORKS simulations (thermal and static) show that the final mount design occurred
insignificant negative effects such as stress, strain, and deformation. All requirements set
forward by the industrial mentor and faculty mentor were met through this project. The project
results seen in this report can be applied to any stereo camera used in autonomous driving
applications. These results will help progress the use of stereo cameras used in autonomous
driving applications and help advance the progress made towards fully autonomous vehicles.
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Appendix A
SOLIDWORKS 3D Solid Model Design
First Prototype:
Top:

Bottom:

Side:

Front:

Side:

Section Views
Top:

Table A1: 3D Solid Model Views of First Prototype
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Second Prototype:
Top:

Bottom:

Side:

Front:

Side:

Section Views
Top:

Table A2: 3D Solid Model Views of Second Prototype
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Third Prototype:
Top:

Bottom:

Side:

Front:

Side:

Section Views
Top:

Table A3: 3D Solid Model Views of Third Prototype
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Fourth Prototype:
Top:

Bottom:

Side:

Front:

Side:

Section Views
Top:

Table A4: 3D Solid Model Views of Fourth Prototype
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Appendix B
Steps of Assembly for Mount and Lens Glare Solution Design
First Prototype:
1. ZED 2 Camera

2. Back of case added

3. Front of case attached to back of case

4. Lens film added to front of case

5. Lens hood attached to front of case

6.

7. Square head bolt inserted (2x)

8. Wing nuts fastened to bolts (2x)

Table B1: Assembly of First Prototype
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Second Prototype:
1. ZED 2 Camera

2. Back of case added

3. Front of case attached to back of case

4. Glare reduction lens

5. Lens added to lens hood (2x)

6. Left lens hood attached to case

7. Right lens hood attached to case

8.

9. Square head bolt inserted into back of
case (2x)

10. Wing nuts fastened to bolts (2x)

Table B2: Assembly of Second Prototype
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Third Prototype:
1. ZED 2 Camera

2. Back of case added

3. Front of case attached to back of case

4. Lens hood attached to case

5. Lenses inserted into front of case

6.

7. Square head bolts inserted into back of
case (2x)

8. Wing nuts fastened to bolts (2x)

Table B3: Assembly of Third Prototype
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Fourth Prototype:
1. ZED 2 Camera

2. Back of case added

3. Front of case attached to back of case

4. Lens hood attached to case

5. Lenses inserted into front of case

6.

7. Square head bolts inserted into back of
case (2x)

8. Wing nuts fastened to bolts (2x)

Table B4: Assembly of Fourth Prototype
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Appendix C
Physical Prototype Pictures
First Prototype:

Table C1: Physical Prototype Pictures for First Prototype
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Second Prototype:

Table C2: Physical Prototype Pictures for Second Prototype
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Third Prototype:

Table C3: Physical Prototype Pictures for Third Prototype
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Fourth Prototype:

Table C4: Physical Prototype Pictures for Fourth Prototype
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Appendix D
Derivation for Maximum Lens Hood Dimensions D1(x) and W(x)
Assumptions:
1. Lens hood must not block the field of view of the ZED 2 camera.
2. Windshield is angled at 30 degrees relative to ground.
3. Maximum length from front of case to front of lens hood (D1) is measured from the
bottom edge of the front surface of the case to the edge formed by the intersection of the
ZED 2 camera FOV and the first layer of windshield glass (seen below).
4. The maximum width of front of lens hood (W) is measured using trigonometry based on
the value of D1 obtained and the horizontal angle from the ZED 2 FOV and then this
value is added to the distance between the optics of the camera (seen below).

Variables Used:
𝜃1 is the angle of the windshield which is given to be 30 degrees.
𝜃2 is half the angle of the vertical field of view of the ZED 2 camera, 𝜃2 = 35°.
𝜃3 = x is the mounting angle which is the independent variable of this study.
𝜃4 is the angle of the horizontal field of view of the ZED 2 camera, 𝜃4 = 110°.
L1, L2, and L3 are variables used to define side lengths of triangles used in the solution for the
equation of D1 and W.

Derivation:
By looking at the geometry created by the front of the case, windshield, and FOV of the
ZED 2 camera, it becomes obvious that triangles can be used to compose relationships for the
lengths of different features in the diagram presented in Figure D1.
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Figure D1: Diagram Used for Derivation of Variable D1
The sides of these triangles can describe lengths between certain points in question such
as the front of the case to where the bottom of the FOV meets the windshield (this is where the
front edge of the lens hood would be). This described length would be the maximum length (D1)
extruded from the front of the case to the windshield. By decomposing the above diagram into
the triangles described, equations can be written using simple trigonometry, the law of cosines,
and the law of sines. These triangles along with known relationships and values are presented
below in Figure D2.
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Figure D2: Simplified Diagram Used for Derivation of Variable D1
By using these triangles, known values, and relationships presented above, the
mathematical derivation for variable D1 as a function of mounting angle x is written as follows:
𝐿1

Trigonometry: tan(60 − 𝑥 ) = (17.77)
Solve for L1: L1 = 17.77 ∗ tan(60 − 𝑥)
𝐿1

𝐿2

Law of sines: sin(𝑥−5) =  sin(150−𝑥)
Solve for L2: L2 = 𝐿1 ∗

sin(150−𝑥)
sin(𝑥−5)

Plug L1 into equation for L2: L2 = 17.77 ∗ tan(60 − 𝑥 ) ∗

sin(150−𝑥)
sin(𝑥−5)

Law of Cosines: 𝐷1 = √17.772 + (𝐿2)2 − 2 ∗ 17.77 ∗ 𝐿2 ∗ cos(55)
Simplify and plug L2 into equation for D1:
2

D1 = √315.773 + (17.77 ∗ tan(60 − 𝑥) ∗ sin(150−𝑥)
)
sin(𝑥−5)

− 35.54 ∗ (17.77 ∗ tan(60 − 𝑥) ∗

sin(150−𝑥)
sin(𝑥−5)

) ∗ cos(55)
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Now that D1 as a function of x is known, the attention shifts to finding the maximum
width of the lens hood (W). By looking at the geometry of the FOV of the ZED 2 camera,
windshield, and front of case, as viewed from the plane parallel with the cameras FOV, it can be
seen that the length D1, distances between the camera's optics, and basic trigonometry can be
used in finding the maximum width as seen in Figure D3.

Figure D3: Diagram Used for Derivation of Variable W
Figure D3 can then be decomposed into a simpler form with known variables and
relationships as shown below in Figure D4.

Figure D4: Simplified Diagram Used for Derivation of Variable W
By evaluating the simplified diagram as shown above and using basic trigonometric
functions, known variables, and relationships, the maximum width of the lens hood can be
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derived. The derivation for the maximum width of the lens hood (W) as a function of mounting
angle (x) is shown below:
Equation Setup: W = 120 + 2 ∗ 𝐿3
𝐿3

Trigonometry: tan(55) =  𝐷1
Solve for L3: L3 = 𝐷1 ∗ tan(55)
Plug in L3 to equation for W: W = 120 + 2 ∗ 𝐷1 ∗ tan(55)
Through the derivations shown in this appendix, two critical lengths as a function of
mounting angle were found. The maximum lens hood length from the front of the case to the
windshield (D1) as a function of mounting angle (x) was found. The maximum width of the lens
hood (W) as a function of mounting angle (x) was also found.
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Appendix E
Validation and Error Analysis of D1(x) and W(x)
These equations were validated by varying the angle of mounting and measuring the
output variables D1 and W manually using SOLIDWORKS. The SOLIDWORKS measurements
were then compared with the outcomes of the equations formed above and error was calculated
between the analytical values and measured values. The error calculations for D1 and W as a
function of x are shown below in Tables E1 and E2 respectively.
(x) - Mounting Angle
[°]
0
2.5
5
7.5
10
12.5
15
17.5
20
22.5
25
27.5
30

Analytical Values for Measured Values for
D1 [mm]
D1 [mm]
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
313.35
N/A
146.72
206.27
91.35
130.59
63.85
92.6
47.56
69.84
36.93
54.66
29.61
43.87
24.42
35.76
20.73
29.56
18.14
24.56
Table E1: Error Values for D1 as a Function of x

(x) - Mounting Angle
[°]
0
2.5
5
7.5
10
12.5
15
17.5
20
22.5
25
27.5
30

Analytical Values for Measured Values for
W [mm]
W [mm]
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
1015.02
N/A
637.76
539.07
460.26
380.92
371.09
302.37
317.25
255.84
281.21
225.48
255.3
204.57
235.7
189.75
220.31
179.21
207.87
171.82
Table E2: Error Values for W as a Function of x

Error
0%
0%
0%
N/A
28.87%
30.05%
31.05%
31.91%
32.44%
32.51%
31.71%
29.88%
26.12%

Error
0%
0%
0%
N/A
15.47%
17.24%
18.52%
19.36%
19.82%
19.87%
19.49%
18.66%
17.34%
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Measured values could not be obtained for a mounting angle of 7.5 degrees because the
field of view simulation was not long enough or wide enough to span the lengths needed to be
measured. However, it was verified that the lens hood dimensions become infinitely large at
mounting angles equal to or less than 5 degrees assuming a 30-degree windshield. Analytical
values for maximum length from front of case to front of lens hood (D1) had an error percentage
range from 26.12% to 32.51%. Analytical values for maximum width of front of lens hood (W)
had an error percentage range from 15.47% to 19.87%. Although these analytical models are not
as precise as the measurements made in SOLIDWORKS, these models do provide a good idea of
the general trend of increasing lens hood geometry as the mounting angle decreases. These
analytical models can also be helpful in getting a rough idea of the maximum size of lens hood
geometry for any given mounting angle.
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Appendix F
ASA Material Specifications from Xometry
Below are the specific properties and specifications of FDM 3D printed ASA material from the
chosen outsourced manufacturer (Xometry).
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Appendix G
Properties of 5952 3M VHB Double Sided Tape
5952 3M VHB double sided tape properties
Relative high-temperature operating ranges
120 –150 Degrees Celsius
(min, h)
UV resistance
Yes
Peel strength (Newton/cm)
39
Tensile strength (T-block) (kPa)
620
Dynamic overlap shear (kPa)
550
Table G1: Properties of 5952 3M VHB double sided tape
Source: 3M Industrial Adhesives and Tapes, n.d.
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Appendix H
Object Detection Software Code

Figure H1: Sample of Code
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